
The Cyclone Ultra Premium Microfibre Wash Mitt or Wash Pad
The Cyclone Ultimate wash mitt or Cyclone Ultimate wash pad are made from high quality, long -fibre Korean 
microfiobre with padding, and are built to last. The mitt includes and elasticized wrist-cuff to ensure that it 
remains on your hand for the entire wash allowing you to tuck into nooks and crannies. Measuring 5” x 8” for 
the mitt and 10” x 10” for the pad, these are padded, lint free washing and detailing tools that are built to last.

Design Lab Double Axe and Single Axe  
PPF and Wrap Installation Tools
Double Axe and Single Axe tools are idea for use 
in the application of colour change or printed 
wrap films and PPF films. They assist in tucking 
films into tight spaces and  cutting and sealing 
films into place. Best when used together. The 
thick edge can be used to open moldings and 
tuck films behind them where the thin edge is best 
for sealing and cutting. The curved, this cutting 
end cuts safely and as effectively as a blade. It can 
be resharpened with fine-grit sandpaper.

Edgeless 365 Cleaning and Edgeless Pearl 
Ceramic Coating Microfibre Towels
The Edgeless 365 Cleaning And Polishing Towels 
are edgeless, unsewn edge, dual-pile polishing 
and cleaning towels made of premium quality, 
lint-free microfiber. The plush side of the cloth 
is ideal for the delicate surfaces such and the 
tighter, shorter knap side is perfect for buffing. 
Recommended for buffing and polishing chrome, 
metal, glass and mirror, removing polish, waxes 
and sealants and also for cleaning wheel wells and 
door jams.

TWI Platinum Tool Series
The Best Combination Of Quality, Performance And Value

Your one-stop shop for wrapping interior, commercial,  
PPF, colour change and window tint.



Design Lab Ninja 
Red Wrap Knife and 
Replacement Blades
Ninja Red Wrap Knife is a 
0.30mm cutting knife that is a 
lightweight utility wrap knife. 
The lighter weight reduces 
hand fatigue and ensures 
safety when cutting directly 
on a surface. Replacement 
stainless steel, 0.30mm 
blades are sold 50 per pack.

Platinum Magnet Mat
The TWI Platinum Magnet Mat is a two-sided, foldable 
magnetic mat designed for holding vinyl wrap on vehicles 
or to hold tools and small parts. This mat is perfect for auto 
detailing and wrapping as it will attract to any flat or curved 
metal surface.  Useful for keeping metal parts grouped and 
organized for faster re-assembly. It is durable and resists 
oil, and common shop chemicals.

Red Chenille Knobby Microfibre Wash Mitt
The Wrap Institute large red, chenille microfibre 
mitt with a black elastic cuff for use in cleaning 
vehicles prior to vinyl application. Tagless, this mitt 
will not scratch delicate surfaces and includes 
a loop for hanging to dry. Made of high quality 
microfibre. One size fits all.

Pearl Puck Microfibre Ceramic 
Coating Applicator Sponge
The Pearl Puck Applicator is a round, 
palm sized, microfiber wrapped,  
dense foam-cored sponge for the 
application of ceramic coatings.   
The combination of dense foam 
and plastic interior barrier reduces 
coating waste and supplies a smooth, 
consistent application.



Platinum Wrap Squeegees
Platinum squeegees are high quality squeegees 
with medium firmness. Designed for general 
purpose installations and ideal for vehicle wraps. 
The squeegee as three rounded corners for 
smooth installation and contours, and one square 
corner for tucking and finishing. Can be combined 
with Banana Buffers and Monkey Strips.

Triple S Wrap Install Solution
Triple S, a versatile solution for vehicle wrap 
installation, offers an easy three-step process: 
SLIP for prep, SLIDE for installation, and SHINE for 
finishing. This innovative formula enhances film 
application, prevents scratches, and provides a 
lasting protective finish.

Weldy HG 330S Car Wrap Heat Gun
WELDY HG 330S is a high-performance heat 
gun for car wrap installations. It offers variable 
temperature adjustment from 176F to 1,112F and a 
two-stage blower. The HG 330-S heat guns’ high 
heating capabilities and high blowing strength 
coupled with low weight and ergonomic design, is 
the perfect tool for your wrap film installation and 
removal needs.

Diamond Weave Glass Towels
Achieve a streak-free, lint-free shine on glass, 
windows, and mirrors with these durable, 
diamond-textured microfiber towels. Designed 
for countless washes, they’re perfect for 
professional or home use, ensuring a flawless 
finish with simple care.



Absolute Rinseless  
Auto Wash Concentrate
Absolute Rinseless Wash Concentrate 
works buy encapsulating and emulsifies 
dirt beyond what soap can do. Water 
is softened when Absolute is mixed 
into the water reducing chances of 
hard water spotting. The end-result is a 
spotlessly clean surface.

Liquid8R Twist Loop  
Microfibre Drying Towel
The Liquid8r is a large 16” x 16”, two sided, twist-loop 
drying towel. Its heavyweight 1100gsm weight gives it 
a satisfying weight. Made of high quality 70/30 micro-
fibre blend with a hemmed hidden edge. The lint-free, 
twist loop design absorbs a good deal of water while 
being gentle to surfaces. Ideal for use after Absolute 
Rinseless Wash.

Ultra Clay Scrubber Sponges
Ultra clay scrubber sponges are 4” x 6” 
x 1”, and are designed to be used with a 
lubricant during cleaning. The perforat-
ed surface is covered with clay on the 
face and one side of the sponge, with 
the back side uncoated. This combi-
nation allows for decontamination and 
also the removal of  bugs, tar or light 
over spray. Best for use prior to waxing, 
ceramic coating or the application of 
vehicle wrap. Can also be used on glass 
prior to coating or tint installation. Sold 
in packs of 2.

Magstrapz V2 Magnetic  
Adjustable Heat Gun Straps
Magstrapz V2 are adjustable, hook and loop straps with 
a large embedded magnet. The V2 offers a centre hole 
which has been designed for use with heat guns with 
centred handles. The side-positioned magnet is strong 
enough to safely hold the heat gun on the flat metal 
surfaces of automobiles and fleet vehicles, freeing up 
hands for vinyl installation.  Fits most centre-handled 
heat guns and can be positioned to either the left or 
right-hand side.
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